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Abstract

We consider a sequential-move game in which a polluting monopolist chooses whether to ac-

quire a green technology, and a potential entrant responds deciding whether to join the market

and, upon entry, whether to invest in clean technology. Our paper compares two models: one

in which environmental regulation is strategically set before �rms�decisions; and another where

regulation is selected after �rms�entry and investment decisions. We show that a proactive reg-

ulation that strategically anticipates �rms�behavior can implement di¤erent market structures.

In particular, policy makers can choose emission fees to induce competition and/or investment

in clean technology, giving rise to market structures that maximize social welfare.
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1 Introduction

Climate change has lead some countries to regard environmental policy as urgent.1 However, such

policy still raises opposition given its potential impact on �rms�competitiveness and growth. As a

consequence, environmental regulation should carefully consider market conditions and pollution.

In particular, if the market structure changes as a result of regulation, a policy that does not

anticipate such e¤ects would yield suboptimal outcomes.2 Instead, regulators should recognize the

market dynamics that ensue due to environmental policy; especially given how dynamic market

structures have become, both in terms of the number of competing �rms and in their investment

decisions in green technology. This paper shows that the traditional approach to environmental

policy, where the regulator observes the current market structure and responds with regulation,

yields to consistently lower welfare levels than a more strategic policy, where the regulator recognizes

his active role in modifying future industry characteristics.3

In order to analyze the e¤ects of strategic emission fees, we examine two models. First, we

consider a setting with the following time structure: In the �rst stage, the regulator sets emission

fees; in the second, an incumbent �rm chooses whether to invest in green technology; in the third, a

potential entrant decides whether to join the market and, if so, whether to acquire green technology;

and in the last stage, �rms choose their output levels. We compare equilibrium results with those

of a second model in which the regulator acts in the third stage, thus taking the market structure

as given. In particular, we analyze how the emergence of di¤erent market structures, and how

�rms�decision to acquire green technology, are a¤ected by the time period in which the regulator

sets emission fees. The second model, however, represents settings in which the regulator cannot

credibly commit to an environmental policy, and thus adjusts fees after entry/exit and technology

decisions have been made.

Using backward induction in the �rst model, we �nd that the entrant�s response depends on its

entry costs and on the cost of acquiring the green technology. In particular, we identify cases in

which the entrant stays out the market regardless of the incumbent�s technology (blockaded entry),

is deterred if the incumbent acquires green technology (deterred entry), or enters independent of the

1President Obama recognized the urgency of policies tackling climate change during the presentation of the revised
Clean Power Plan in August 3, 2015, when he mentioned: �We are the �rst generation to feel the impacts of climate
change, and the last generation to be able to do something about it.�

2Finland was in 1990 the �rst country to enact a carbon tax. While Neste was the only oil re�nery and distribution
company active in Finland when the tax was enacted, the St1 oil company entered the industry in 1995 and started
its operations in 1997, suggesting that the carbon tax could have facilitated entry, or at least, did not prevent entry.

3Dow Chemicals, a monopolist in the U.S. magnesium industry, provides an example of how environmental reg-
ulation can deter potential entrants from joining an industry or, at least, how regulation may not facilitate further
entry. Regulators accumulated information about Dow�s production during the Korean War, since in this period
magnesium production plants were publicly owned and managed. In 1970, the EPA introduced the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), a¤ecting the emissions of carbon monoxide and particulate matter, both of them
generated in magnesium production. The following year, however, the state of Texas, where most Dow magnesium
plants were located, passed its own Clean Air Act, allowing Dow to ignore some of the emission requirements in the
NAAQS. Such state law led Dow to substantially increase its magnesium production during the early 1970s, which
successfully deterred the entry of potential competitors, such as Kaiser Aluminum and Norsk Hydro; and delayed the
entry of Alcoa until 1976. For more details, see Friedrich and Mordike (2006).
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incumbent�s technology. The incumbent anticipates the entrant�s behavior in subsequent stages,

and thus uses its investment in green technology as an entry-deterring tool when the cost of such

technology are su¢ ciently low. Otherwise, the incumbent keeps its dirty technology since the cost

of acquiring the green technology o¤sets its associated entry-deterring bene�ts; thus giving rise to

a dirty duopoly. (We also show that mixed duopolies can emerge, with one �rm choosing green

technology while the other keeps its dirty technology, when entry costs are low and technology costs

take intermediate values.)4

These �ndings, however, are di¤erent in the second model, whereby the regulator chooses emis-

sion fees at the third stage of the game. In this setting, he cannot alter �rms�subsequent entry and

investment decisions. In contrast, a proactive regulation that strategically anticipates �rms�be-

havior can now expand the set of market structures that a policy maker implements. In particular,

he can choose emission fees to induce competition and/or investment in clean technology, giving

rise to market structures that could not emerge otherwise, ultimately maximizing social welfare.

Nonetheless, such policy decision is constrained since, for given entry and investment costs, the

regulator cannot implement all market structures, but a subset of them, among which he chooses

the market yielding the highest social welfare (second best). If, however, he ignores entry threats

and investment decisions in future stages (taking the current market structure as given), he would

generate market outcomes that yield even lower welfare levels (third best).

Therefore, regulatory agencies should be especially aware about the presence of potential com-

petitors in the industry in order to design regulation considering its e¤ects on entry and investment

as well as its profound consequences on social welfare. Our results, furthermore, suggest that even

if regulatory agencies gather accurate information about market conditions and �rms�costs, they

would induce poor welfare outcomes if they ignore the strategic rami�cations that unfold once

environmental regulation is implemented. Our paper is especially relevant in developing economies

where polluting industries are relatively concentrated, such as chemical, oil and other natural

resource extraction, and where policy makers seek to address environmental damages through reg-

ulation. In these contexts, the design of proactive (rather than reactive) regulation could have

signi�cant e¤ects on market structures and �rms�decision to adopt green technologies.

Related literature. Several studies consider a given market structure and examine how en-
vironmental regulation a¤ects �rms� incentives to invest in abatement technologies, while other

papers take �rms�technology as given and analyze how environmental policy produces changes in

the number of �rms competing in the industry. Speci�cally, the �rst group of studies shows that

environmental policy can stimulate the adoption of new technologies that reduce marginal emissions

or save abatement costs (Porter and van der Linde 1995; Zhao 2003; Requate 2005a; Krysiak 2008;

Perino and Requate 2012; and Storrøsten 2015). Several authors have demonstrated that �rms�

incentives to adopt clean technology di¤er across market structures and policy instruments. They
4 In particular, the incumbent�s decision gives rise to di¤erent market structures: a dirty monopoly, in which entry

and technology costs are su¢ ciently high; a green monopoly, in which entry costs are high but technology costs are
low; a dirty (green) duopoly, if low (high) entry costs are accompanied by high (low) technology costs; and a mixed
duopoly, which occurs when entry costs are low and technology costs take intermediate values.
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have also analyzed the optimal environmental policy scheme that generates the most incentives (see

Katsoulacos and Xepapadeas 1996; Montero 2002; and Requate and Unold 2003).5 Among di¤erent

environmental regulations, it is well known that market-based instruments are preferred by econo-

mists and widely implemented in many countries (Requate, 2005a). Speci�cally, emission fees are

an e¤ective instrument in providing incentives to acquire a new abatement technology in perfectly

competitive markets (Parry 1998) as well as in oligopolistic markets (Montero 2002). Similarly, our

paper examines how an appropriate emission fee induces �rms to adopt clean technology. However,

unlike the previous literature, we focus on an entry-deterrence model rather than markets that do

not face entry threats.

Our results are also connected with the second group of papers, as they suggest that strin-

gent emission fees could a¤ect entry. Early studies have examined how a stringent emission quota

acts as an e¤ective instrument in leading to cartelization (Buchanan and Tullock 1975; Maloney

and McCormick 1982; Helland and Matsuno 2003). An article survey by Heyes (2009) also con-

cludes that environmental regulation helps incumbents to discourage entry and thus reduce market

competition. However, few papers have analyzed entry deterrence in the case of an emission tax.

Schoonbeek and de Vries (2009) examine the e¤ects of emission fees on �rms� entry in a com-

plete information context and Espínola-Arredondo and Muñoz-García (2013) analyze a setting of

incomplete information. Both studies identify conditions under which the regulator protects a mo-

nopolistic market by setting an emission fee that deters entry.6 However, they consider technology

as given. Our paper is not only concerned about the role of emission fees hindering competition,

but also examines �rms�technology choices by allowing incumbent and entrant to invest in green

technology. This approach allows us to identify cases in which the regulator sets emission fees that

do not support entry deterrence and promote the acquisition of green technology. In addition, our

results show that, relative to settings where investment in green technology is unavailable (or pro-

hibitively expensive), allowing both �rms to invest in this technology attracts the potential entrant

under larger conditions on entry costs, ultimately hindering the incumbent�s ability to deter entry.

Petrakis and Xepapadeas (2001) also analyze a sequential-move game in which the regulator

pre-commits to an emission fee in the �rst stage of the game, comparing their results with those in

a model where the regulator acts after �rms invest in abatement; showing that welfare levels can

be higher when the government pre-commits.7 We provide a similar result, but in a context where

a potential entrant can choose whether to enter the industry and, upon entry, whether to invest

in abatement. This makes the pre-commitment model signi�cantly more involved, as the market

structure becomes endogenous in our setting.

5A traditional conclusion is that such incentives increase monotonically with regulation stringency (Requate and
Unold 2003).

6Our paper also connects with the literature on the optimal timing of environmental policy, such as Requate
(2005b) who analyzes a monopoly investing in R&D and selling abatement technology to other �rms.

7Petrakis and Xepapadeas (2003) extended their model to consider optimal emission fees with and without pre-
commitment when a regulator faces a polluting monopolist which may relocate to another country. As in Petrakis
and Xepapadeas (2001), their setting assumes a speci�c market structure; as opposed to our model which allows for
emission fees to alter the number of �rms operating in the industry as well as the entrant�s technology decision.
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Ulph and Ulph (2013) also study environmental policy in settings where governments cannot

credibly commit to a future emission fee, and which other policy instruments they can use to com-

pensate for this credibility problem, such as R&D subsidies. Like Petrakis and Xepapadeas (2001),

however, their article assumes a given market structure which cannot be altered by environmental

policy. Martin-Herran and Rubio (2016) extend this setting to a dynamic game, showing that

commitment problems lead to less stringent fees and more pollution levels than a regulator who

can credibly pre-commit; which the welfare loss from this commitment problem decreases when

�rms face low abatement costs. As previous studies, they assume a given market structure.8

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and the structure of the game;

section 3 examines the equilibrium of the game when the regulator moves �rst, and section 4 studies

the model in which the regulator sets emission fees in the third stage; section 5 discusses our results.

2 Model

Consider a market with a monopolistic incumbent (�rm 1) and a potential entrant (�rm 2). Both

�rms produce a homogeneous good. The output level of �rm i is denoted as qi, where i = 1; 2.

The inverse demand function is p(Q) = a � bQ, where a, b > 0 and Q is the aggregate output

level. If �rm 2 decides to enter it must incur a �xed entry cost, F > 0. For simplicity assume that

production is costless.

Two di¤erent types of technology are available for both �rms: a dirty (D) and a green (G)

technology. We assume that �rms initially have a dirty technology and, hence, if they adopt a

green technology they must pay a �xed cost S > 0. Technologies di¤er in terms of their emissions,

which are assumed to be proportional to output. In particular, if �rm i acquires a clean technology

its total emission level is Ei = �qi, where � 2 (0; 1) describes the e¢ ciency of the new technology in
reducing emissions. Speci�cally, the green technology becomes more e¢ cient with lower values of

�. However, if �rm i keeps its dirty technology every unit of output generates one unit of emissions.

Environmental damage, Env, is assumed to be a linear function of aggregate emissions, that is

Env = e
P
i=1;2Ei, where e > 0 captures the marginal environmental deterioration. Finally, in

order to guarantee that emission fees are positive under all market structures we consider that the

environmental damage is substantial, e > a
3� ; but not too severe, i.e., e < a, as otherwise a zero

output level would become socially optimal.

The regulator sets a tax rate per unit of emission. In particular, it selects an emission fee �

that maximizes overall social welfare denoted as W = CS +PS + T �Env, where CS and PS are
the consumer and producer surplus, respectively, and T is the total tax revenue.

We analyze a four-stage complete information game, with the following time structure:

1. In the �rst period, the regulator sets an emission fee, � .
8Tarui and Polasky (2005) consider a similar model but allowing for the regulator to receive updated information

about environmental damages in later stages, thus emphasizing the commitment problems identi�ed in the previous
literature.
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2. In the second period, the incumbent chooses its technology (dirty or green).

3. In the third period, the potential entrant decides whether or not to enter and, if it enters,

which technology to use.

4. In the fourth period, if entry does not occur, the incumbent operates as a monopolist. If

entry ensues, both �rms compete a la Cournot.

We derive the subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium. Speci�cally, in the following sections, we

�rst investigate two di¤erent market structures in the fourth period (with and without entry), and

then examine �rm 2�s decision over entry and technology in the third period. We next analyze

the incumbent�s technology choice in the second period, and �nally study the regulator�s optimal

emission fee in the �rst period of the game. The time structure considers that the regulator chooses

emission fees before �rms choose their technology and whether to enter the industry, and thus he

can strategically alter the conditions under which each market structure emerges. Alternatively, the

regulator could take the market structure as given and respond to that with an optimal emission

fee. For completeness, we explore this setting in section 4.

No regulation. As a benchmark the next lemma analyzes equilibrium behavior when regula-

tion is absent.

Lemma 1. When regulation is absent the incumbent does not invest in green technology under
any parameter values. The entrant responds entering with dirty technology if and only if F < a2

9b .

Therefore, if entry costs are su¢ ciently low, F < a2

9b , the entrant joins the industry and a dirty

duopoly arises, while entry does not occur otherwise (and a dirty monopoly emerges). Hence, in

the absence of regulation there are no incentives for �rms to acquire green technology, whereas

as we next show the introduction of an emission fee induces one or both �rms to invest in clean

technology.

3 Equilibrium Analysis - No entry threats

In this section, we brie�y analyze the case in which entry is blockaded and only the incumbent

operates during all periods, su¤ering no entry threats. In this setting, the third stage of the above

time structure is absent. We next study all other stages, operating by backward induction.

Fourth stage. In the fourth stage, the incumbent produces qm;K1 units of output, where

superscript m denotes monopoly and K = D;G represents the incumbent�s technology. Table 1

summarizes equilibrium output and pro�ts (in rows) under each technology (in columns). (Appen-

dix 1 describes the incumbent�s pro�t-maximization problem in all cases.) Firm 1 produces strictly

positive output levels if the emission fee satis�es � � a in the case of dirty technology, and � � a
� in

the case of green technology (as con�rmed in the optimal emission fees found in the third stage of
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the game). We consider a nonnegative emission tax throughout the paper and thus assume � � 0.
Pro�ts are decreasing in the dirtiness of the green technology, �, and its associated cost, S.

Firm 1�s type D G

Output qm;D1 = a��
2b qm;G1 = a���

2b

Pro�t �m;D1 = (a��)2
4b �m;G1 = (a���)2

4b � S

Table 1. Output levels and pro�ts under monopoly

Second stage. In this stage, the incumbent anticipates its fourth-stage pro�ts from keeping its
dirty technology, �m;D1 , and those from investing in the green technology, �m;G1 , and invests if and

only if �m;G1 � �m;D1 , that is, if S � (a���)2
4b � (a��)2

4b � SM (�). Intuitively, the incumbent knows
that it will enjoy monopoly pro�ts in subsequent stages, and thus invests in the green technology

only if this technology is su¢ cient e¢ cient at lowering emissions, i.e., � is low enough.

First stage. In this setting, the regulator anticipates only two possible market structures: a
green monopoly, which emerges if S � SM (�); or a dirty monopoly otherwise. Graphically, cuto¤
SM (�) splits the S-line into two regions, one for the green monopoly to the left of SM (�) and one

for the dirty monopoly otherwise. Importantly, when the regulator increases emission fee � , cuto¤

SM (�) shifts leftward since SM (�) decreases in � , shrinking the region of S values where a green

monopoly can be sustained.

We then need to analyze optimal fee in each market structure, the welfare that emerges in each

case, and then which is the market structure that the regulator seeks to induce. For illustration

purposes, consider parameter values a = b = 1, e = 0:8, � = 0:45, and S = 0:02. At these

parameters, the conditions for positive output levels identi�ed in the fourth stage become � �
a = 1 and � � a

� = 2:22 (so we assume � � 1 hereafter); and cuto¤ SM (�) becomes SM (�) =
9(1��)(31�9�)

1600 . It is straightforward to show that, in this context, the green monopoly can be

implemented with relatively low emission fees � < 0:84, while the dirty monopoly arises when

� � 0:84.9 We next �nd the optimal fee in the admissible range of fees that implement a green

monopoly, as follows

max
�2[0;0:84)

WG (�) =
2800� 27� (152� 45�)

16000

which is positive, and monotonically decreasing in � , entailing the corner solution ��(G) = 0.

9Consider �rst the green monopoly. Investment cost S = 0:02 satis�es S < SM (�) since this condition becomes, in
this context, 0:02 < 9(1��)(31�9�)

1600
, or � < 0:84; a condition that holds in the admissible range of fees � � 1. Consider

now the dirty monopoly. Investment cost S = 0:02 can satisfy S � SM (�) since this condition entails, in this context,
0:02 � 9(1��)(31�9�)

1600
, or � � 0:84; a condition that holds for all � 2 [0:84; 1]. Summarizing, for relatively low fees,

� 2 [0; 0:84), the green monopoly can be implemented, whereas the dirty monopoly can be sustained otherwise.
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Similarly, we �nd the optimal fee among all emission fees that induce a dirty monopoly

max
�2[0:84;1]

WD (�) =
(� � 1) (1 + 15�)

40

which is negative, and monotonically increasing in � , yielding a corner solution at ��(D) = 1. We

can now evaluate each social welfare at their corresponding emission fee, we obtainWG (��(G)) = 7
40

and WD (��(D)) = 0. Therefore, seeking to maximize welfare, the regulator sets an emission fee

�� = ��(G) = 0, and a green monopoly emerges in equilibrium.10

In this setting, the regulator can only implement a monopoly (either green or dirty) and,

importantly, the incumbent cannot use its investment decision to deter entry. In the following

section, we relax these assumptions, considering a potential entrant assessing industry prospects.

4 Equilibrium Analysis - Entry threats

4.1 Fourth stage

No entry. If entry does not ensue, the incumbent�s equilibrium output and pro�ts coincides with

that when entry threats are absent, as summarized in Table 1.

Entry. Let qd;KJi denote the equilibrium output level of �rm i when both �rms compete. The

superscript d denotes a duopoly market and KJ represents �rm 1 (incumbent) choosing technology

K and �rm 2 (entrant) selecting technology J , where K;J = fD;Gg. Four possible cases can arise
(D, D), (D, G), (G, D) and (G, G), in which the �rst (second) term of every pair denotes the

technology choice of �rm 1 (�rm 2, respectively). We separately analyze two groups according to

the technology acquired by �rm 1: {(D, D), (D, G)} and {(G, D), (G, G)}. Equilibrium results

for the case in which �rm 1 uses a dirty technology are presented in table 2, where the left-hand

column considers that �rm 2 keeps its dirty technology while in the right-hand column it adopts

green technology.

Firm 2�s type D G

Output11 qd;DDi = a��
3b qd;DG1 = a��(2��)

3b

qd;DG2 = a��(2��1)
3b

Pro�t �d;DD1 = (a��)2
9b �d;DG1 = [a��(2��)]2

9b

�d;DD2 = (a��)2
9b � F �d;DG2 = [a��(2��1)]2

9b � (F + S)

10Therefore, cuto¤ SM (�) is evaluated at �� = 0, becoming SM (��) = 0:17 in equilibrium. Since S = 0:02,
condition S < SM (��) holds, and the incumbent chooses to invest in the green technology.
11 If both �rms keep their dirty technology, case (D, D), they produce strictly positive ouput levels if � < a.

However, when only the entrant acquires green technology, (D, G), both �rms produce a positive output if � < a
2�� .
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Table 2. Output levels and pro�ts under duopoly - Firm 1 keeps its dirty technology

Table 2 shows that �rms�output and pro�ts decrease in emission fees, when both have dirty

technology. However, under a (D,G)-duopoly the green entrant�s output and pro�ts increase in

emission fees if its technology is su¢ ciently clean, i.e., � < 1
2 . Finally, the incumbent�s output in

the (D,G)-duopoly is smaller than the entrant�s, since emission fees more severely impact the dirty

than the green �rm. As a consequence, the green �rm captures a larger market share than that

keeping its dirty technology. Table 3 analyzes the case in which �rm 1 decides to acquire a green

technology, i.e., (G, D) and (G, G).

Firm 2�s type D G

Output12 qd;GD1 = a��(2��1)
3b qd;GGi = a���

3b

qd;GD2 = a��(2��)
3b

Pro�t �d;GD1 = [a��(2��1)]2
9b � S �d;GG1 = (a���)2

9b � S
�d;GD2 = [a��(2��)]2

9b � F �d;GG2 = (a���)2
9b � (F + S)

Table 3. Output levels and pro�ts under duopoly - Firm 1 adopts a green technology.

Similar intuitions to those in table 2 apply when the incumbent is a green type, whereby output

and pro�ts decrease in � unless the green technology is su¢ ciently clean.

4.2 Third stage

In this stage of the game, �rm 2 decides whether or not to enter and, upon entry, its technology

type, taking the emission fee as given. The next lemma analyzes the entrant�s optimal responses.

Lemma 2. When �rm 1 adopts technology K, where K = fD;Gg, �rm 2 responds:

1. Not entering if F > max
n
F
KG
; F

KD
o
;

2. Entering and adopting a green technology when F � FKG and S � SK ; and

3. Entering and adopting a dirty technology otherwise;

where the entry costs cuto¤s for a dirty incumbent are �FDG � [a��(2��1)]2
9b � S, �FDD � (a��)2

9b ,

and SD � 4�(1��)(a���)
9b ; while those for a green incumbent are �FGG � (a���)2

9b � S, �FGD �
[a��(2��)]2

9b , and SG � 4�(1��)(a��)
9b .

Figure 1a identi�es the entrant�s responses when the incumbent keeps its dirty technology, while

�gure 1b depicts its responses when the incumbent adopts a green technology. Intuitively, when
12 In order to ensure strictly positive output levels emission taxes must satisfy � < a

2�� for the case in which only
the incumbent acquires green technology, (G, D), and � < a

�
when both �rms acquire it, (G, G).
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F and S are su¢ ciently low (close to the origin in �gure 1), �rm 2 chooses to enter with green

technology irrespective of the incumbent�s technology. However, when entry is inexpensive but the

green technology is costly (at bottom right-hand corner of both �gures), �rm 2 enters with a dirty

technology. Finally, when entry costs are su¢ ciently high (above both cuto¤s �FKG and �FKD), �rm

2 does not enter since its pro�ts would be negative under all technologies, �d;KG2 < �d;KD2 < 0.13

Fig 1a. Responses to a dirty incumbent. Fig 1b. Responses to a green incumbent.

In addition, a comparison of the cuto¤s across �gures yields �FGD < �FDD, which entails that

�rm 2 enters with a dirty technology under larger conditions when it faces a dirty than a green

incumbent. Intuitively, the entrant anticipates that, upon entering with a dirty technology, it will

face a more stringent emission fee when competing against a green than dirty incumbent; thus

facing a cost disadvantage relative to its rival. Furthermore, �FDG > �FGG which implies that,

when �rm 2 enters, it invests in green technology under a larger set of (F; S)�pairs when its rival
is dirty than when it is green. In other words, the entrant has more incentives to invest in the

green technology when such investment provides a cost advantage against its rival, which occurs

when �rm 1 is dirty; but smaller incentives otherwise. Finally, cuto¤ SD > SG since � 2 (0; 1)
by de�nition, which con�rms our previous intuition about the incentives of green entry when the

incumbent keeps its dirty technology.

Figure 2 superimposes Figures 1a and 1b to summarize the entrant�s responses. Interestingly,

in some cases the entrant�s behavior is una¤ected by the incumbent�s technology, in other cases

the entrant responds choosing the opposite technology, or stays out when the incumbent invests in

green technology.

13As shown in the proof of Lemma 2, cuto¤ �FKG originates above �FKD, but crosses �FKD at exactly SK .
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Fig 2. Entrant�s responses.

We next summarize the entrant�s responses depicted in Figure 2.

Corollary 1. The entrant responds to the incumbent�s technology decision according to the

following Regions I-V:

I. No entry regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if F > max
�
�FDG; �FDD

	
.

II. No entry when the incumbent is green, but entry when the incumbent is dirty in which case

the entrant responds with:

(a) Green technology if �FDG � F > max
�
�FGG; �FGD

	
and S � SD.

(b) Dirty technology if �FDD � F > �FGD and S > SD.

III. Dirty technology regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if �FGD � F and S > SD.

IV. Entering and choosing the opposite technology than the incumbent if F � F
GD

and SD �
S > SG.

V. Green technology regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if F < �FGG and S � SG.

In region I, entry costs are su¢ ciently high to blockade entry regardless of the incumbent�s

technology decision. In region II, however, the incumbent�s choice of a green technology deters

entry, as it provides the incumbent with a cost advantage against its rival.14 However, in region
14 In region IIa, the cost of investing in the green technology is su¢ cienly low to induce the entrant to respond with

a green technology after observing that the incumbent keeps its dirty technology. In region IIb, however, the cost of
the green technology is relatively high, leading the entrant to respond with dirty technology.
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III the incumbent�s technology choice has no e¤ect on �rm 2�s entry decision, nor on its technology

choice. Intuitively, entry is relatively inexpensive but adopting the green technology is costly in this

region, leading the entrant to respond entering with a dirty technology regardless of the technology

adopted by the incumbent. In region IV, the entrant joins and chooses the opposite technology

than the incumbent. In the case that the incumbent keeps its dirty technology, the entrant �nds it

pro�table to invest in the green technology, given the intermediate cost of S, to have a competitive

advantage against its rival. In contrast, when the incumbent invests in green technology, the entrant

�nds it too costly to acquire such a technology.15 Finally, in region V the costs of entering and

adopting the green technology are both su¢ ciently low to make green entry a dominant strategy

for �rm 2.

The cuto¤s on F and S identi�ed in Lemmas 2-3 are a function of � , implying that the regions

under which �rm 2 decides to enter (and its technology choice upon entry) is a¤ected by the

regulator�s choice of � at the �rst period of the game. That is, regions I-V expand/shrink depending

on the speci�c fee selected by the regulator.

4.3 Second stage

Anticipating the entrant�s responses in the third stage, �rm 1 selects its own technology; as the

next lemma describes.

Lemma 3. In region i = fI; IIa; IIbg the incumbent chooses a green technology if its cost
satis�es S < Si, where SI � �(1��)[2a��(1+�)]

4b , SIIa �
5a2�2�a(13��8)+�2[5�2�16(1��)]

39b , and SIIb �
5a2�2�a(9��4)+�2(9�2�4)

39b . In region III (regions IV and V), the incumbent keeps its dirty technology

(adopts green technology) under all parameter values.

Figure 3 depicts the results in Lemma 3.16 In region I, the incumbent anticipates that the

entrant stays out of the industry regardless of its technology decision, and thus adopts the green

technology if the pro�t from green monopoly exceed that from a dirty monopoly, which occurs when

S is su¢ ciently low, i.e., S < SI in the upper left-hand section of the �gure. In regions IIa, entry

is deterred if the incumbent chooses a green technology; otherwise the entrant joins the industry

investing in green technology. The incumbent then has relatively strong incentives to invest in green

technology, and maintain its monopoly power, rather than saving this investment cost and face a

tough entrant in a (D,G) duopoly. A similar argument applies in region IIb, where the incumbent

15The entrant obtains higher pro�ts (net of entry and investment costs) when responding with a green technology
than a dirty technology, that is, pro�ts are larger in the (G,G) than in the (G,D) duopoly. However, the intermediate
cost of investing in the green technology, S, exceeds this pro�t di¤erencial, leading the entrant to respond with dirty
technology after observing that the incumbent invests in green technology.
16Note that cuto¤ SI lies to the right-hand side of SD for all admissible parameter values, thus dividing region

I into two areas, one in which the incumbent chooses a green technology and another in which it keeps its dirty
technology. However, cuto¤ SIIa can lie to the right of SD or to the left depending on the speci�c parameter values
at which these cuto¤s are evaluated. If SIIa < SD, the incumbent would keep its dirty technology for all parameter
values in region IIa. Otherwise, this region is divided into two areas. A similar argument applies to cuto¤ SIIb in
region IIb.
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anticipates that investing in green technology deters entry, but keeping its dirty technology attracts

a dirty entrant. The threat of entry is, however, weaker than in region IIa since the incumbent�s

pro�ts in the (D,D) duopoly are larger than in the (D,G) duopoly. In region III, the incumbent

anticipates dirty entry regardless of its technology decision, and thus chooses to keep its technology

since investing in green technology is too costly in this region. In region IV, the entrant joins the

industry but adopting the opposite technology of the incumbent. In this setting, the incumbent

chooses between inducing a (D,G) or a (G,D) duopoly, and invests in green technology to induce a

(G,D) duopoly since it is more pro�table than the (D,G) duopoly, i.e., the incumbent enjoys a cost

advantage against its rival. Finally, in region V green entry occurs regardless of the incumbent�s

technology decision, which leads the incumbent to invest in green technology given its low costs in

this region.

Fig 3. Incumbent choices.

4.4 First stage

Let us �nally analyze the �rst stage of the game. De�ne the set of market structures as M =

fD;G;DD;GG;DG;GDg indicating, respectively, a dirty monopoly, a green monopoly, a dirty
duopoly, a green duopoly, and the two types of mixed duopolies. For a given emission fee, � , let

M�(�) � M be the set of implementable market structures, i.e., those that emerge in stages 2-3

of the game when �rms face a given fee � and a given (F; S)�pair. Intuitively, starting from any

(F; S)�pair in Figure 3, a marginal change in fee � shifts the position of all cuto¤s for F and S,

ultimately giving rise to one or more implementable market structures in M�(�). We next describe

the regulator�s decision rule in the �rst stage of the game, and subsequently o¤er a numerical
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example.

Proposition 1. The regulator chooses the emission fee � that solves

max fW (��(m1)) ;W (��(m2)) ; :::;W (��(mN ))g (1)

where mi 2M�(�), and the optimal fee in market mi, ��(mi), solves

W (��(mi)) � max
��0

W (�(mi)) (2)

In words, the regulator�s decision follows a two-step approach, starting from problem (2) and

moving to (1):

1. First, for every implementable market structure, mi 2 M�(�), the regulator chooses the

welfare-maximizing emission fee ��(mi) among all taxes that implement such a market mi,

yielding W (��(mi)).

2. Second, the regulator compares the maximal welfare that each implementable market struc-

ture generates, i.e., W (��(mi)) for all mi 2 M�(�), and selects the fee that induces the

market with the highest welfare.

Importantly, since the set of implementable market structures M�(�) does not necessarily in-

clude all elements in M , i.e., M�(�) � M , the regulator�s choice is constrained in terms of the

markets he can implement, implying that his decision could lead to a second-best outcome. We

next provide a numerical example to illustrate the regulator�s decision in the �rst stage of the game.

Example 1. Consider parameter values a = b = 1, e = 0:8, � = 0:45, and costs F = 0:01 and
S = 0:02. In this context, the conditions for positive output levels described in section 2 entail

� < a
� =

1
0:45 = 2:22 and � <

a
2�� =

1
2�0:45 = 0:64. (We thus restrict our attention to fees satisfying

� < 0:64.)

As described in Appendix 2, only three market structures can be implemented by variations

on � in this context: a (G,D)-duopoly with relatively low fees, � < 0:08; a (D,D)-duopoly with

intermediate fees � 2 [0:08; 0:45); and a green monopoly with relatively high fees � 2 [0:45; 0:64).
Therefore, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair lies in the region of admissible parameters that support a

green monopoly when � is relatively high. In this context, the incumbent adopts the green technol-

ogy, which provides it with a substantial cost advantage relative to the potential entrant, deterring

entry as a result. When � decreases, however, such a region shrinks, moving the (0:01; 0:02) pair

to the area that sustains the (D,D) and eventually to the (G,D)-duopoly.

Hence, the set of implementable market structures isM�(�) = fGD;DD;Gg. Next, the regula-
tor chooses the welfare-maximizing emission fee ��(mi) within the interval of ��s that implements
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every market structure, as follows:17

��(GD) = 0 solves max
�2[0;0:08)

WGD(�) =
1000 + �(13855� � 8752)

36; 000
,

��(DD) = 0:08 solves max
�2[0:08;0:45)

WDD(�) =
80�(5� � 4)� 89

900
,

and

��(G) = 0:45 solves max
�2[0:45;0:64)

WG(�) =
2800 + 27�(45� � 152)

16; 000
.

Finally, the regulator compares the welfare that arises from optimal fees in these implementable

market structures, obtaining

WGD(0) = 0:03, WDD(0:08) = �0:12 and WG(0:45) = 0:07.

Therefore, the regulator selects a fee ��(G) = 0:45 which induces a green monopoly. Furthermore,

if the regulator sets fees in the �rst stage but ignores the second and third stage (as if the market

structure was not a¤ected by fees), he would set a fee of �m;D = 0:6 to the initial dirty monopoly,

which would still induce a green monopoly since �m;D 2 [0:45; 0:64), but yielding a lower social
welfare of WG(0:6) = 0:04. �

Example 2. Our results in Example 1 hold under other parameter values. For instance, a
more damaging pollution (e = 0:9) does not a¤ect the cuto¤s for F and S that give rise to di¤erent

market structures in the (F; S)-quadrant. As a consequence, the intervals of emission fees that the

regulator can use are also una¤ected, i.e., (G,D), (D,D) and G still arise under the same values of

� ; and thus the same optimal fee applies, ��(G) = 0:45. However, a more harmful pollution lowers

the social welfare for all market structures, graphically shifting WGD(�), WDD(�) and WG(�)

downwards, which entails a lower welfare in equilibrium WG(0:45) = 0:05. �

4.5 Implementable markets - Discussion

Our above results suggest that the green monopoly yields the highest social welfare when entry

costs are su¢ ciently high, leading the regulator to set emission fees that implement this market

structure. However, when the entry cost F is su¢ ciently low, the social welfare under duopoly

increases while that under monopoly is una¤ected, relative to our above analysis, making duopolies

(G,D), (D,D) and (G,G) more attractive to the regulator. In particular, when the cost of the

green technology, S, is relatively low, the (G,G)-duopoly is optimal; when this cost is intermediate,

(G,D)-duopoly is socially preferred; otherwise, the (D,D)-duopoly is implemented.

When the cost of the green technology, S, decreases, all market structures where at least one

�rm invests in green technology � the green monopoly, (G,D) and (G,G)� yield a higher welfare.
17Both welfare functionsWGD(�) andWG(�) are monotonically decreasing in � for the admissible range of emission

fees, � 2 [0; 0:64). WDD(�) is non-monotonic in this range, but lies on the negative quadrant for all fees implementing
this market structure � 2 [0:08; 0:45).
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In this context, the regulator implements a green monopoly when entry cost F is relatively high.

In contrast, when F is su¢ ciently low, a (G,D)-duopoly ((G,G)-duopoly) emerges if S is relatively

high (low, respectively). A similar argument applies when the green technology is very e¢ cient at

reducing emissions, � ! 0, where similar market structures emerge in equilibrium.

4.6 Assuming that if entry occurs, it must be dirty

For illustration purposes, this section discusses how our equilibrium results are a¤ected if the

entrant�s strategy space is restricted to only enter or stay out, producing with a dirty technology if

entry occurs. In other words, the entrant only has access to the dirty technology, which could occur

in industries where the incumbent has the ability to invest in green technology given its extensive

experience.

In this context, our �ndings in the fourth stage of the game still apply, but restricted to the

left columns of Tables 2 and 3 since the entrant cannot invest in green technology. In the third

stage, the current setting is analogous to one in which the potential entrant faces an in�nite cost

of investing in the green technology (S ! +1), graphically depicted in the far right-hand side
of �gure 2. Therefore, the entrant�s behavior collapses to three cases: (1) if F > F

DD
, no entry

ensues regardless of the incumbent�s technology decision; (2) if F
DD � F > FGD, entry (no entry)

ensues after the incumbent invests in dirty (green) technology; and (3) if F � FGD, entry occurs
regardless of the incumbent�s decision. In terms of Corollary 1, only regions I, IIb, and III can be

sustained when the potential entrant only has access to dirty technology.

In the second stage, we can use our results from Lemma 3 to identify that the incumbent invests

in the green technology in region I if and only if S < SI , and in region IIb if and only if S < SIIb;

whereas in region III, the incumbent keeps its dirty technology under all parameter values. As a

consequence, in region I we have a green monopoly if S < SI but a dirty monopoly otherwise; in

region II, we expect a green monopoly that successfully deters entry if S < SIIb, but dirty oligopoly

DD otherwise; and in region III, we have a dirty duopoly DD under all parameter values.

Finally, in the �rst stage, and considering the same parameter values as in Example 1, only two

market structures can be implemented in this context, M�(�) = fDD;Gg Therefore, the mixed
oligopoly where only the incumbent chooses a green technology, GD, could be implemented when

the entrant has the ability to choose its technology, but cannot be sustained when this �rm only

has access to dirty technology, as discussed in our previous analysis of second-stage behavior. The

green monopoly still yields a higher social welfare than DD, yielding the same equilibrium fee as

in Example 1.

5 Regulator moving in the third stage

In previous sections, we assume that the regulator acts before observing the market structure and

investments decisions by all �rms. How would our results change if the regulator sets emission fees

in the third stage of the game (before �rms choose their output levels)? In this setting, the order
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of play would be the following:

1. In the �rst stage, the incumbent chooses whether to invest in green technology;

2. In the second stage, �rm 2 responds choosing to enter and, if so, whether to acquire green

technology;

3. In the third stage, the regulator sets an emission fee given the entry and investment patterns

emerging from the previous stages; and

4. In the fourth stage, �rm 1 chooses its output as a monopolist (if entry does not occur) or

competes with �rm 2 (if entry ensues).

5.1 Third stage

Solving the game by backward induction, we focus on the third stage since in the fourth stage

�rms�output and pro�ts coincide with those in section 3. In the third stage, the regulator sets the

optimal fees identi�ed in the following Lemma.

Lemma 4. As a function of the market structure that ensues from the second stage, the

regulator chooses the following optimal emission fees: (1) Dirty monopoly: �m;D = 2e � a; (2)
Green monopoly: �m;G = 0; (3) Dirty duopoly: �d;DD = 3e�a

2 ; (4) Green duopoly: �d;GG = 3e��a
2� ;

and (5) (G,D) and (D,G)-duopoly: �d;GD = �d;DG = 3e��a
1+� .

Like in Buchanan (1969), emission fees are more stringent in duopoly than in monopoly markets

for a given technology, i.e., �d;KK > �m;K for all K = fD;Gg. In addition, fees are more stringent
in a dirty than green monopoly, that is �m;D > �m;G; and a similar ranking arises under a duopoly

where both �rms choose the same technology, �d;DD > �d;GG. Note that in the case of a green

monopoly the incumbent would only invest in green technology when receiving a subsidy.18

5.2 Second stage

We next analyze the entrant�s responses to the incumbent�s technology decision in the second stage

of the game. Unlike in section 3, the entrant can now anticipate the optimal fee that the regulator

sets for each market structure in the subsequent stage, and decides whether to enter and invest in

green technology if its associate costs F and S are su¢ ciently low. We �nd that in some cases the

entrant�s behavior is una¤ected by the incumbent�s technology, in other cases the entrant responds

choosing the opposite technology, or stays out when the incumbent invests in green technology.

(For compactness, all cuto¤s of Lemma 5 are de�ned in its proof.)

Lemma 5. Assume that environmental damage d satis�es e � a
1+2�(1��) � e. The entrant

responds to the incumbent�s technology decision as follows:
18For the remainder of this section we focus on green technologies that have a signi�cant impact at reducing

emissions, � < 1=2.
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I. No entry regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if F > maxfFA; FBg:

II. No entry when the incumbent is green, but entry when the incumbent is dirty in which case

the entrant responds with:

(a) Green technology if FA � F > maxfFC ; FDg and S � SA.

(b) Dirty technology if FB � F > FD and S > SA.

III. Dirty technology regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if FD � F and S > SA.

IV. Entering and choosing the opposite technology than the incumbent if F � FD and SA � S >
SB.

V. Green technology regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if F � FC and S � SB.

Figure 4 identi�es the four types of entrant�s responses of Lemma 4 in regions I-V. In Region I,

entry costs are su¢ ciently high to blockade entry regardless of the incumbent�s technology decision.

In region II, in contrast, the incumbent�s choice of a green technology deters entry. Regions IIa and

IIb di¤er only in the entrant�s response to the incumbent�s decision to keep its dirty technology:

entering with a green technology when it is relatively inexpensive in Region IIa, but respond with

a dirty technology otherwise in Region IIb. However, in region III the incumbent�s technology

choice has no e¤ect on �rm 2�s entry decision (since entry is inexpensive), nor on its technology

choice (since the green technology is very costly), leading to dirty entry regardless. In Region IV,

the entrant joins and chooses the opposite technology than the incumbent. In the case that the

incumbent invests in green technology, the entrant �nds it too costly to acquire such a technology.

In other words, the intermediate cost of S exceeds the competitive disadvantage of operating in a

(G,D)-duopoly. If in contrast, the incumbent keeps its dirty technology, the entrant becomes green

and bene�ts from a competitive advantage in the (D,G)-duopoly. Finally, in Region V, entry and

the green technology are both inexpensive, leading to green entry.
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Fig 4. Entrant when the regulator acts third and e � e.

When environmental damages are larger, our results from Lemma 5 are a¤ected by the relative

position of cuto¤s FB and FD, as the following corollary describes.

Corollary 2. Assume that environmental damage e satis�es e > e. The entrant responds to

the incumbent�s technology decision as follows:

I. No entry regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if F > maxfFA; FDg.

II. No entry when the incumbent is green (dirty), but entry when the incumbent is dirty (green)

in which case the entrant responds with:

(a) Green technology if FA � F > maxfFC ; FDg.

(b) Dirty technology if FD � F > maxfFA; FBg.

III. Dirty technology regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if FB � F and S > SA.

IV. Entering and choosing the opposite technology than the incumbent if F � min
�
FB; FD

	
and

SA � S > SB.

V. Green technology regardless of the incumbent�s technology choice if F � FC and S � SB.

Relative to our previous Figure 4, as environmental damage becomes more severe, �rms antici-

pate that the emission fee the regulator imposes during the third period will become more stringent,
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shifting all cuto¤s downwards, and expanding Region I where no entry occurs regardless of the in-

cumbent�s investment decision. For illustration purposes, Figure 5 depicts the entrant�s responses

in this case.

Fig 5. Entrant when the regulator acts third, and d > d.

5.3 First stage

The next proposition analyzes �rm 1�s technology decision and the ensuing market structure.

Proposition 2. In region i = fI; IIa; IIb; III; IV g the incumbent invests in green technology
if S � Si, but keeps its dirty technology otherwise. In region V, the incumbent invests in green

technology under all parameter values. (For compactness, cuto¤s SI through SIV are de�ned in the

appendix.) Therefore, the following market structures ensue:

� In region I, a green monopoly exists if S � SI , but a dirty monopoly arises otherwise.

� In region IIa, a green monopoly emerges if S � SIIa, but a (D,D)-duopoly arises otherwise.

� In region IIb, a green (dirty) monopoly emerges if S � SIIb and e � e (S � S0IIb and e > e),
but a (D,G)-duopoly ((G,D)-duopoly) arises otherwise.

� In region III, a (G,D)-duopoly exists if S � SIII , but a (D,D)-duopoly arises otherwise.

� In region IV, a (G,D)-duopoly exists if S � SIV , but a (D,G)-duopoly arises otherwise.

� In region V, a (G,G)-duopoly emerges under all parameter values.

Overall, when the green technology is su¢ ciently inexpensive, the incumbent can invest in it

to deter entry, thus giving rise to a green monopoly; as identi�ed in Regions I, IIa, and IIb. When
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the green technology becomes more expensive, these regions sustain a dirty monopoly or a duopoly

where at least one �rm keeps its dirty technology. In Regions III-V, the incumbent cannot use its

investment in green technology as an entry deterring tool. However, in Regions III and IV this �rm

can invest in green technology to leave no incentives for the potential entrant to adopt the same

technology, and thus enter at a cost disadvantage in the (G,D)-duopoly. Finally, in Region V, entry

and investment costs are su¢ ciently low to induce green entry under all parameter conditions (as

found in Lemma 5), which leads the incumbent to invest in green technology as well, giving rise to

a (G,G)-duopoly.

Unlike in Section 3 (where the regulator acts �rst), �rms can now evaluate their pro�ts from

investing/not investing in green technology (and from entering/not entering for �rm 2) at the

optimal emission fee that the regulator will set in the fourth stage of the game. As a consequence,

the cuto¤s for F and S that yield di¤erent market structures in the (F; S)-quadrant are now

evaluated at equilibrium fees; as opposed to those in section 3 whereby the regulator could alter

the position of these cuto¤s by varying � in order to induce di¤erent market structures.

5.4 Welfare and pro�t comparison across models

We next extend the previous numerical example, evaluate the welfare that arises when the regulator

acts in the third stage of the game, and compare it against that when he acts �rst.

Example 3. Figure 6 evaluates the cuto¤s of �gure 5 at the same parameter values as in
previous examples, superimposing the cuto¤s identi�ed in Proposition 2.19 The �gure helps us

identify the speci�c market structure that emerges in equilibrium for each (F; S) combination.20

Overall, a monopoly emerges, either green or dirty, when entry costs are relatively high. When entry

costs are intermediate and investment costs are high, the incumbent can deter entry by keeping

its dirty technology; a suboptimal outcome. Otherwise, entry occurs, yielding a dirty duopoly

DD when investment costs are su¢ ciently high, a mixed duopoly (GD or DG) when they are

19 It is straightforward to evaluate the cuto¤s we found in Lemma 5, Corollary 2, and Proposition 2 at the same
parameter values as Examples 1-2, yielding cuto¤s FA = 0:12�S, FB = 0:08, FC = 0:11�S, FD = 0:10, SA = 0:04,
SB = 0:0054, and e = 0:67.
20Cuto¤s SIIa, SIII and SIV are not depicted in the �gure since they lie to the right-hand side of their corresponding

region, thus not splitting the region into two areas. Indeed, SIIa = 0:14, SIII = 0:04 and SIV = 0:01. In addition,
we consider cuto¤ S0IIb, rather than SIIb, since the environmental damage satis�es e > e given that e = 0:8 while
cuto¤ e becomes e = 0:67. (See Proposition 2 for more details about region IIb.)
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intermediate, or a green duopoly when these costs are low.

Figure 6. Market structures as a function of (F; S) pairs.

When the regulator acts in the third stage of the game, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair considered

in Examples 1-2 lies now in region IV of Figure 5, where a (D,G)-duopoly arises.21 In this context,

the optimal emission fee (from Lemma 4) is �DG = 0:055, yielding a social welfare ofWDG = 0:015.

Therefore, the regulator cannot implement the green monopoly when acting third, and social welfare

becomes lower than when he acts �rst (whereWG(0:45) = 0:07, as shown in the previous examples).

In summary, if the regulator had the ability to directly choose the number of �rms in the

industry and their technology, our numerical example shows that the green duopoly would yield

the highest social welfare (such market structure and technology would be the �rst best). However,

a green duopoly is not an implementable market structure (see Example 1). When we focus on

implementable markets, the regulator can only use � in order to induce �rms to enter and/or invest

in green technologies. In that context, the green monopoly becomes the best implementable market

(second best). Finally, when he acts in the third stage of the game, a (D,G)-duopoly emerges in

equilibrium (third best).

Interestingly, the incumbent�s equilibrium pro�ts may be larger when the regulator acts in

the �rst stage than when he acts in the third stage. Indeed, when the regulator acts �rst, a

green monopoly emerges, yielding pro�ts of �m;G1 (�) = (a���)2
4b � S. In the context of our ongoing

21Hence, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair lies in a region IV of Figure 5. Evaluating cuto¤ SIV in this context, yields
SIV = 0:01. Therefore, S > SIV since 0:02 > 0:01, implying that the incumbent chooses to keep its dirty technology,
and the entrant responds investing in the green technology, yielding a DG duopoly; as depicted at the bottom of
Figure 6 for intermediate values of S, i.e., between SIV = 0:01 and SA = 0:04.
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parameter example, the emission fee that induces such market structure is � = 0:45 (see Example

1), which entails �m;G1 (0:45) = 0:14. However, when the regulator selects fees in the third stage, a

(D,G)-duopoly arises, with equilibrium pro�ts �d;DG1 (�) = [a��(2��)]2
9b , where the emission fee in this

setting is � = 0:055 (see Example 3), yielding equilibrium pro�ts �d;DG1 (0:055) = 0:09. In words,

when the regulator chooses fees in the �rst stage the incumbent faces a more stringent emission fee

and incurs the cost of investing in green technology, relative to the setting where the regulator acts

in the third stage. However, this time structure allows the incumbent to use the green technology

investment as an entry-deterring tool, ultimately increasing its equilibrium pro�ts. Overall, both

the incumbent and the regulator are better o¤ by having emission fees set in the �rst stage of the

game, as this time structure is pro�t and welfare improving.

6 Discussion

A regulator that does not consider entry threats and potential investments in green technology

would run the risk of setting emission fees that induce suboptimal market structures. Hence, envi-

ronmental regulation will bene�t from setting emission fees before entry and investment decisions

are made. Such early policy would provide regulators with a wider set of market structures to

implement, ultimately helping them reach a larger social welfare.

In addition, our results suggest that, even when the regulator acts �rst, if he ignores entry

threats and investment decisions in future stages, he would set a emission fee corresponding to

the existing dirty monopoly, �m;D. In this case, he would inadvertently induce a market structure

yielding lower welfare levels than even those achieved when he acts third. Therefore, regulatory

agencies should be especially aware about the presence of potential competitors in the industry,

their investment decisions after the policy, and design regulation taking into account that it can

a¤ect entry and the adoption of clean technology.

Furthermore, if the green duopoly is one of the implementable market structures, M�(�), the

use of emission fees can help the regulator achieve such a market when he acts �rst, while he can

only take the market structure as given when acting third.

Our paper could be extended to consider that �rms, rather than incurring a �xed cost to acquire

green technology, face a continuum of investment choices which increase in the cleanliness of the

technology. Our paper could be extended to consider that �rms, rather than incurring a �xed cost

to acquire green technology, face a continuum of investment choices which increase in the cleanliness

of the technology. To make this investment decision richer, we could assume that the investment

a¤ects the �rm�s marginal cost of production (perhaps being higher when it uses a green technology

than otherwise) and that the green technology also has a positive e¤ect on market demand, thus

leading to product di¤erentiation. Our model can also be extended to allow for the incumbent

and entrant to exhibit asymmetric costs of investing in green technology. These costs could, for

instance, coincide when the incumbent keeps its dirty technology, but the entrant could face a lower

investment cost if the incumbent invests in green technology (e.g., because the former learns from
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the investment experience of the latter).

In addition, we considered that the regulator is perfectly informed, but in a di¤erent setting

he could be unable to observe the cost of clean technology. In this context, the position of the

(F; S)-pair would be probabilistic, thus potentially inducing di¤erent market structures (each with

an associated probability). It would be interesting to study how the optimal emission fee is set in

this context, and whether uncertainty reduces the regulator�s incentives to move �rst.

7 Appendix

7.1 Appendix 1 - Firms�output choices

No entry. If the incumbent keeps its dirty technology, it chooses output q1 in the fourth stage of

the game to solve

max
q1�0

(a� bq1) q1 � �q1

Di¤erentiating with respect to q1, we obtain a � 2bq1 � � = 0, which yields an optimal output of
q1 =

a��
2b . If the incumbent adopts a green technology in the second stage of the game, this �rm

solves

max
q1�0

(a� bq1) q1 � ��q1 � S

entailing an optimal output q1 = a���
2b , which decreases in the pollution factor �.

Entry. If entry occurs and both incumbent and entrant keep their dirty technology, the incum-

bent solves

max
q1�0

[a� b (q1 + q2)] q1 � �q1 (A1)

while the entrant solves

max
q2�0

[a� b (q1 + q2)] q2 � �q2 � F (A2)

where F represents its entry cost. Simultaneously solving the incumbent�s and entrant�s problems,

yields a symmetric optimal output q1 = q2 = a��
3b .

If, instead, both �rms adopt a green technology, the incumbent�s problem becomes

max
q1�0

[a� b (q1 + q2)] q1 � ��q1 � S (A3)

where S denotes the cost of the green technology. In this context, the entrant solves

max
q2�0

[a� b (q1 + q2)] q2 � ��q2 � S � F (A4)

Simultaneously solving the incumbent�s and entrant�s problems, we obtain a symmetric optimal

output of q1 = q2 = a���
3b .

If the incumbent keeps its dirty technology while the entrant adopts a green technology, the
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former solves problem A1 while the latter solves A4, which yields output q1 =
a��(2��)

3b for the

incumbent and q2 =
a��(2��1)

3b for the entrant. Conversely, if the incumbent adopts a green tech-

nology and the entrant keeps its dirty technology, the former solves problem A3 and the latter

solves A2, yielding analogous output levels.

7.2 Appendix 2 - Numerical example

7.2.1 Baseline

For parameter values a = b = 1, e = 0:8, � = 0:45, the cuto¤s for F and S become

�FDD(�) =
(1� �)2
9

, �FGD(�) =
1

9

�
20� 31�
20

�2
, �FDG(�) =

(10 + �)2

900
� S;

�FGG(�) =
1

9

�
20� 9�
20

�2
� S; SG = 11(1� �)

45
; SD = SIII =

11�(20� 9�)
900

SI =
11�

80

�
40� 29�
20

�
; SIIa =

2000� �(40 + 871�)
14; 400

; SIIb =
(4 + 7�) (100� 89�)

2; 880

Let us check if the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair lies in Region I-V of Figure 3.

Region I. First, (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair cannot lie in Region I, as for that we would need

F > F
DD
(�), which in this context implies 0:01 > (1��)2

9 , or � > 0:7, violating the initial condition

on � , i.e., � < 0:64. Hence, the regulator cannot implement the market structures that arise in

Region I with any value of � .

Region IIa. Second, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair cannot lie in Region IIa either, since

for that we would need three conditions to hold: (1) F < F
DG
(�); (2) F > max

n
F
GG
; F

GD
o
,

and (3) S < SD. Condition (1) entails in this context that 0:01 < (10+�)2

900 � 0:02, or � > �4:8,
which holds by de�nition. Condition (2) can be divided into two conditions: (i) F > F

GG
and

(ii) F > F
GD
. Condition (i) entails 0:01 > 1

9

�
20�9�
20

�2 � 0:02, or � < 1:068, which holds given

that the set of admissible fees in this parameter example is � < 0:64. Condition (ii) entails

0:01 > 1
9

�
20�31�
20

�2� 0:02, or � > 0:45. Finally, condition (3) implies 0:02 < 11�(20�9�)
900 , or � < 0:08.

Therefore, conditions (2-ii) and (3) are incompatible, yielding that Region IIa cannot be sustained

in equilibrium.

Region IIb. The (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair can, however, lie in Region IIb as we show next.

Region IIb can be sustained if (1) �FGD(�) < F < �FDD(�); and (2) S > SD. Condition (1) can

be divided into two conditions: (i) �FGD(�) < F , and (ii) F < �FDD(�). Condition (i) implies

that 1
9

�
20�31�
20

�2
< 0:01, which yields � > 0:45; while condition (ii) entails that 0:01 < (1��)2

9 ,

which simpli�es to � < 0:7. Therefore, condition (i) restricts to set of admissible fees, � 2 [0; 0:64]
to � 2 [0:45; 0:64], whereas condition (ii) holds for all admissible fees. Condition (2) implies

0:02 > 11�(20�9�)
900 , or � > 0:08. Combining conditions (1) and (2), we obtain that Region IIb can

be supported for all fees � 2 [0:45; 0:64]. Finally, we examine which market structure arises in this
Region IIb, since the market structure that emerges in equilibrium depends on whether S > SIIb
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or S < SIIb. In this parameter example, we �nd that 0:02 <
(4+7�)(100�89�)

2;880 for all admissible fees

in Region IIb, � 2 [0:45; 0:64]. As a result, a green monopoly emerges in Region IIb.
Region III. Third, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair can implement a (D,D)-duopoly in Region

III. Speci�cally, in this setting, for the (D,D)-duopoly to arise, we need that: (1) F < F
GD
(�);

and (2) S > SD. From our calculations in Region IIb, we know that condition (1) holds when

� < 0:45, while condition (2) is satis�ed when � > 0:08. Hence, Region III can be sustained for

fees in � 2 [0:08; 0:45], giving rise to a (D,D)-duopoly.
Region IV. Fourth, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair can also lie in Region IV under some con-

ditions. Recall that, in this region, the (G,D)-duopoly arises if (1) F < F
GD
; (2) S < SD; and

S > SG. From our above calculations, we know that condition (1) holds as long as � < 0:45, and

condition (2) is satis�ed when � < 0:08. Thus far, we restricted the set of fees sustaining Region IV

to � < 0:08. Finally, condition (3) holds when 0:02 < 11(1��)
45 , which is satis�ed for all admissible

fees in this region, � < 0:08. As a consequence, Region IV can be supported for all fees satisfying

� < 0:08, and a (G,D)-duopoly emerges.

Region V. Finally, the (F; S) = (0:01; 0:02) pair cannot lie in Region V. Recall that this

region can be sustained if: (1) F < F
GG
; and (2) S � SG. Condition (1) entails that 0:01 <

1
9

�
20�9�
20

�2 � 0:02, or � > 1:068, which cannot holds given that the set of admissible fees in this

parameter example is � < 0:64. Therefore, Region V cannot be supported in equilibrium.

Summarizing the (G,D)-duopoly can be implemented with fees in � 2 [0; 0:08), see Region IV;
the (D,D)-duopoly can be implemented with fees � 2 [0:08; 0:45], see Region III; and the green
monopoly can be implemented with fees in � 2 [0:45; 0:64], see Region IIb.

7.2.2 Higher entry cost, F = 0:1

In this subsection, we reproduce Appendix 2, but evaluating it at a higher entry cost, F = 0:1

rather than F = 0:01. For parameter values a = b = 1, e = 0:8, � = 0:45, the cuto¤s for F and S

become

�FDD(�) =
(1� �)2
9

, �FGD(�) =
1

9

�
20� 31�
20

�2
, �FDG(�) =

(10 + �)2

900
� S;

�FGG(�) =
1

9

�
20� 9�
20

�2
� S; SG = 11(1� �)

45
; SD = SIII =

11�(20� 9�)
900

SI =
11�

80

�
40� 29�
20

�
; SIIa =

2000� �(40 + 871�)
14; 400

; SIIb =
(4 + 7�) (100� 89�)

2; 880

Let us check if the (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair lies in Region I-V of Figure 3.

Region I. First, (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair can lie in Region I. We need F > FDD(�), which in
this context implies 0:1 > (1��)2

9 , or � < 0:05, which is compatible with the initial condition on

� , i.e., � < 0:64. Hence, the regulator can implement the market structures that arise in Region I

with any value of � , namely, a dirty monopoly if S > SI but a green monopoly otherwise. In this

context, this condition entails 0:02 > 11�
80

�
40�29�
20

�
, which simpli�es to � < 0:07. Therefore, we can
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summarize that, for emission fees in � < 0:07, the regulator can implement a dirty monopoly, while

for fees satisfying � � 0:07 a green monopoly is implemented.
Region IIa. Second, the (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair cannot lie in Region IIa, since for that

we would need three conditions to hold: (1) F < F
DG
(�); (2) F > max

n
F
GG
; F

GD
o
, and (3)

S < SD. Condition (1) entails in this context that 0:1 < (10+�)2

900 � 0:02, or � > 0:39, which holds
in the admissible range of � . Condition (2) can be divided into two conditions: (i) F > F

GG

and (ii) F > F
GD
. Condition (i) entails 0:1 > 1

9

�
20�9�
20

�2 � 0:02, or � > 1:7, which does not

lie on the set of admissible fees in this parameter example, i.e., � < 0:64. Condition (ii) entails

0:1 > 1
9

�
20�31�
20

�2 � 0:02, or � > 0:49. Finally, condition (3) implies 0:02 < 11�(20�9�)
900 , or � < 0:08.

Therefore, conditions (2-ii) and (3) are incompatible, yielding that Region IIa cannot be sustained

in equilibrium.

Region IIb. The (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair cannot lie in Region IIb as we show next. This

region can be sustained if (1) �FGD(�) < F < �FDD(�); and (2) S > SD. Condition (1) can

be divided into two conditions: (i) �FGD(�) < F , and (ii) F < �FDD(�). Condition (i) implies

that 19
�
20�31�
20

�2
< 0:1, which yields � > 0:51; while condition (ii) entails that 0:1 < (1��)2

9 , which

simpli�es to � > 0:7, which does not lie in the admissible range of emission fees, � < 0:64. Condition

(2) implies 0:02 > 11�(20�9�)
900 , or � > 0:08. Since condition (1) does not hold in this example, Region

IIb cannot be sustained in equilibrium.

Region III. Third, the (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair can implement a (D,D)-duopoly in Region

III. Speci�cally, in this setting, for the (D,D)-duopoly to arise, we need that: (1) F < F
GD
(�);

and (2) S > SD. From our calculations in Region IIb, we know that condition (1) holds when

� < 0:51, while condition (2) is satis�ed when � > 0:08. Hence, Region III can be sustained for

fees in � 2 [0:08; 0:51], giving rise to a (D,D)-duopoly.
Region IV. Fourth, the (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair can also lie in Region IV under some con-

ditions. Recall that, in this region, the (G,D)-duopoly arises if (1) F < F
GD
; (2) S < SD; and

(3) S > SG. From our above calculations, we know that condition (1) holds as long as � < 0:51,

and condition (2) is satis�ed when � < 0:08. Thus far, we restricted the set of fees sustaining

Region IV to � < 0:08. Finally, condition (3) holds when 0:02 < 11(1��)
45 , which is satis�ed for all

admissible fees in this region, � < 0:08. As a consequence, Region IV can be supported for all fees

satisfying � < 0:08, and a (G,D)-duopoly emerges.

Region V. Finally, the (F; S) = (0:1; 0:02) pair cannot lie in Region V. Recall that this

region can be sustained if: (1) F < F
GG
; and (2) S � SG. Condition (1) entails that 0:1 <

1
9

�
20�9�
20

�2 � 0:02, or � < 1:7, which holds given that the set of admissible fees in this parameter

example is � < 0:64. Condition (2) holds when 0:02 � 11(1��)
45 , which is satis�ed for all admissible

fees, � < 0:64. Therefore, Region V can be supported in equilibrium.

From our above results, for emission fees in � 2 [0; 0:07) a dirty monopoly or a (G,D)-duopoly
emerge, see Region I and IV; for fees in � 2 [0:07; 0:08) a green monopoly or a (G,D)-duopoly
arises, see Region IV; for fees in � 2 [0:08; 0:51] a green monopoly or a (D,D)-duopoly emerge,
see Region I and III; and for fees in � 2 (0:51; 0:64) only a green monopoly arises, see Region I.
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We next summarize the market structures that can be implemented via emission fees. When more

than one market emerges in equilibrium, we assume that the regulator chooses the Pareto superior

equilibrium. For fees in � 2 [0; 0:07) a (G,D)-duopoly emerges, see Region IV; and for all other
emission fees � 2 [0:07; 0:64) a green monopoly arises, see Region I.

In this setting, the welfare under a green monopoly is larger than under a (G,D)-duopoly, i.e.,

WG(�) > WGD(�). In addition, since WG(�) is decreasing in � , the regulator sets the lowest fee

that implements this market structure ��(G) = 0:07, which yields WG(��(G)) = 0:16.

7.3 Proof of Lemma 1

Response to dirty incumbent. When the incumbent keeps its dirty technology, �rm 2�s pro�ts

from responding with green technology are positive if

�d;DG2 =
a2

9b
� (F + S) � 0

which entails F � a2

9b � S � FANR, where NR denotes no regulation. If, instead, �rm 2 responds

choosing a dirty technology its pro�ts are positive if

�d;DD2 =
a2

9b
� F � 0

which implies F � a2

9b � FBNR. Clearly, F
B
NR � FANR for all values of S. Hence, when F � FANR

both pro�ts are positive, when FANR � F > FBNR only pro�ts from dirty technology are positive,

while when F > FBNR pro�ts from all technologies are negative.

When both pro�ts are positive, i.e., F � FANR, �rm �rm 2 has incentives to adopt a green

technology if �d;DG2 � �d;DD2 , entailing S < 0, which cannot hold, thus implying that the entrant

enters with dirty technology. When FANR � F > FBNR the pro�ts from green technology are negative
while those of dirty technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and keep its dirty

technology. Finally, when F > FBNR �rm 2 does not enter.

Response to green incumbent. When the incumbent invests in green technology, �rm 2�s

pro�ts from responding with green technology are positive if

�d;GG2 =
a2

9b
� (F + S) � 0

which entails F � a2

9b �S � F
A
NR. If, instead, �rm 2 responds choosing a dirty technology its pro�ts

are positive if

�d;GD2 =
a2

9b
� F � 0

which also implies F � a2

9b � F
B
NR. Since F

B
NR � FANR for all values of S, similar responses emerge

than when the incumbent keeps its dirty technology. Hence, the same three regions as above arise.

Incumbent�s investment.When F � FBNR the entrant responds with dirty technology regard-
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less of the incumbent�s decision (which holds true both when F � FANR and when FANR � F > FBNR).
Therefore, the incumbent acquires green technology if �d;GD1 � �d;DD1 , which entails

a2

9b
� S � a2

9b
, S � 0

Hence, the incumbent keeps its dirty technology in this region. Finally, when F > FBNR �rm 2 stays

out of the industry regardless of the incumbent�s technology, implying that the incumbent chooses

green technology if �m;G1 � �m;D1 , which entails a
2

4b � S �
a2

4b , or S � 0. Therefore, the incumbent
keeps its dirty technology in this region as well. �

7.4 Proof of Lemma 2

Response to a dirty incumbent. If � < a
2�� both �rms produce strictly positive output levels

if the incumbent is dirty. Firm 2�s pro�ts when choosing green technology are positive if

�d;DG2 =
[a� �(2� � 1)]2

9b
� (F + S) � 0

which entails F � [a��(2��1)]2
9b � S � �FDG. In addition, �rm 2 pro�ts when choosing a dirty

technology are positive if

�d;DD2 =
(a� �)2
9b

� F � 0

which implies F � (a��)2
9b � �FDD. Furthermore, cuto¤ �FDG originates above �FDD since the vertical

intercept of �FDG satis�es [a��(2��1)]2
9b � (a��)2

9b = 4�(1��)(a���)
9b � SD. Graphically, �FDG � �FDD

for all S � SD, but �FDG < �FDD otherwise; as depicted in Figure 1a of the paper. Therefore, we

can identify four cases: (1) if F lies below both cuto¤s �FDG and �FDD, F � max
�
�FDG; �FDD

	
,

both pro�ts are positive; (2) if F satis�es �FDD � F > �FDG, �rm 2�s pro�ts from acquiring green

technology are negative while those of keeping its dirty technology are positive; (3) if �FDG � F >
�FDD, only the pro�ts from acquiring green technology are positive; and (4) if F is higher than

both cuto¤s �FDG and �FDD, F > min
�
�FDG; �FDD

	
, both pro�ts are negative. We next analyze

each case separately.

Case 1. When both pro�ts are positive, i.e., F � max
�
�FDG; �FDG

	
, �rm 2 has incentives to

adopt a green technology if �d;DG2 � �d;DD2 , or

[a� �(2� � 1)]2
9b

� (F + S) � (a� �)2
9b

� F () S � 4�(1� �)(a� ��)
9b

� SD

Therefore, �rm 2 enters with green technology if S � SD and F � max
�
�FDG; �FDG

	
. However,

since cuto¤ SD vertically crosses cuto¤s �FDD and �FGD at the exact point where these two cuto¤s

cross each other, SD, we can collapse the above conditions to S � SD and F � �FDD. If, instead,

S > SD and F � �FDG, the entrant enters with a dirty technology.

Case 2. When �FDD � F > �FDG the pro�ts from the green technology are negative while
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those of the dirty technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and keep its dirty

technology.

Case 3. When �FDG � F > �FDD the pro�ts from the dirty technology are negative while those

of investing in the green technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and invest

in the green technology.

Case 4. Finally, if F > min
�
�FDG; �FDD

	
�rm 2 does not enter the industry as its pro�ts from

the green and dirty technologies are both negative.

Response to a green incumbent. If � < a
2�� both �rms produce strictly positive output

levels if the incumbent is green type. Firm 2�s pro�ts when choosing a green technology are positive

if

�d;GG2 =
(a� ��)2

9b
� (F + S) � 0

which entails F � (a���)2
9b �S � �FGG. In addition, �rm 2 pro�ts when choosing a dirty technology

are positive if

�d;GD2 =
[a� �(2� �)]2

9b
� F � 0

which implies F � [a��(2��)]2
9b � �FGD. Furthermore, cuto¤ �FGG originates above �FGD since since

the vertical intercept of �FGG satis�es (a���)
2

9b � [a��(2��)]2
9b = 4�(1��)(a��)

9b � SG. Graphically, �FGG �
�FGD for all S � SG, but �FGG < �FGD otherwise; as depicted in Figure 1b of the paper. Therefore,

we can identify four cases: (1) if F lies below both cuto¤s �FGG and �FGD, F � max
�
�FGG; �FGD

	
,

both pro�ts are positive; (2) if F satis�es �FGD � F > �FGG, �rm 2�s pro�ts from acquiring green

technology are negative while those of keeping its dirty technology are positive; (3) if �FGG � F >
�FGD, only the pro�ts from acquiring green technology are positive; and (4) if F > min

�
�FGG; �FGD

	
both pro�ts are negative. We next analyze each case separately.

Case 1. When both pro�ts are positive, i.e., F � max
�
�FGG; �FGD

	
, �rm 2 has incentives to

adopt a green technology if �d;GD2 � �d;GD2 , or

(a� ��)2
9b

� (F + S) � [a� �(2� �)]2
9b

� F () S � 4�(1� �)(a� �)
9b

� SG

Therefore, �rm 2 enters with green technology if S � SG and F � max
�
�FGG; �FGD

	
. However,

since cuto¤ SG vertically crosses cuto¤s �FGD and �FGG at the exact point where these two cuto¤s

cross each other, SG, we can summarize the above conditions to S � SG and F � �FGD. If, instead,

S > SG and F � �FGG, the entrant enters with a dirty technology.

Case 2. When �FGD � F > �FGG the pro�ts from the green technology are negative while

those of the dirty technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and keep its dirty

technology.

Case 3. When �FGG � F > �FGD the pro�ts from the dirty technology are negative while those

of investing in the green technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and invest

in the green technology.
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Case 4. Finally, if F > min
�
�FGG; �FGD

	
�rm 2 does not enter the industry as its pro�ts from

the green and dirty technologies are both negative. �

7.5 Proof of Lemma 3

Let us separately analyze the incumbent�s technology choice for each of the entrant�s responses

identi�ed in regions I-V.

Region I. In this region the entrant stays out of the industry regardless of the incumbent�s

technology, implying that the latter adopts a green technology if and only if

�m;G1 � �m;D1 ; or
(a� ��)2

4b
� S � (a� �)2

4b

() S � �(1� �) [2a� �(1 + �)]
4b

� SI

In addition, cuto¤ SI satis�es SI > SG if their di¤erence

SI � SG =
�(1� �) [2a� �(9� � 7)]

36b

is positive, which holds when � < 2a
9��7 . However, since

2a
9��7 >

a
2�� , then the condition for positive

output levels � < a
2�� implies � <

2a
9��7 , thus guaranteeing that SI > S

G holds for all admissible

values. Furthermore, cuto¤ SI also satis�es SI > SD since

SI � SD =
�(1� �) [2a� �(9� 7�)]

36b

is positive for all � < 2a
9�7� . However, since

2a
9�7� >

a
2�� , then the condition for positive output

levels � < a
2�� implies � <

2a
9�7� , thus guaranteeing that SI > S

D holds for all admissible values.

Region IIa. In this region, the entrant stays out if the incumbent is green but enters with green

technology otherwise. The incumbent, thus, adopts a green technology if and only if

�m;G1 � �d;DG1 , or
(a� ��)2

4b
� S � [a� �(2� �)]2

9b

() S �
5a2 � 2�a(13� � 8) + �2

�
5�2 � 16(1� �)

�
36b

� SIIa

Region IIb. In this region, the entrant stays out if the incumbent is green but enters with a

dirty technology otherwise. The incumbent, hence, adopts a green technology if and only if

�m;G1 � �d;DD1 ; or
(a� ��)2

4b
� S � (a� �)2

9b

() S � 5a2 � 2�a(9� � 4) + �2(9�2 � 4)
36b

� SIIb

Region III. In this region, the entrant enters with dirty technology regardless of the incumbent�s
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choice. The incumbent, thus, adopts green technology if and only if

�d;GD1 � �d;DD1 ; or
[a� �(2� � 1)]2

9b
� S � (a� �)2

9b
() S � SIII

where cuto¤ SIII = SD. Since region III satis�es S > SD, we have that the incumbent keeps its

dirty technology for all (F; S)�pairs in this region.
Region IV. In this region, the entrant enters and adopts the opposite technology of the incum-

bent. The incumbent, hence, adopts a green technology if and only if

�d;GD1 � �d;DG1 ; or
[a� �(2� � 1)]2

9b
� S � [a� �(2� �)]2

9b

() S � �(1� �)(2a� �(1 + �))
3b

� SIV

In addition, cuto¤ SIV satis�es SIV > SI , entailing that all (F; S)-pairs in which region IV

exists, the incumbent chooses a green technology.

Region V. In this region, the entrant enters and adopts a green technology regardless of the

incumbent�s choice. The incumbent, thus, adopts a green technology if and only if

�d;GG1 � �d;DG1 ; or
(a� ��)2

4b
� S � [a� �(2� �)]2

9b
() S � SV

where cuto¤ SV = SG. Therefore, since cuto¤ SG is the upper bound of region V, for all

(F; S)-pairs in which region V exists, the incumbent chooses a green technology. �

7.6 Proof of Lemma 4

Dirty Monopoly : The incumbent keeps its dirty technology and the entrant stays out of the market.

The regulator identi�es the optimal output level that maximizes social welfare

1

2
bq21 + (a� bq1)q1 � eq1

which is q�1 =
a�e
b . Equalizing q

�
1 to the monopoly output function of a dirty incumbent, q

m;D
1 = a��

2b

(see table 1), we obtain the optimal emission fee �m;D = 2e � a, which is positive since a < 3e�

implies a < 2e, and yields a social welfare

Wm;D =
(a� e) (3a� 5e)

2b

Green Monopoly : In this case the incumbent chooses a green technology and entry does not
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ensue. The regulator identi�es the optimal output level that maximizes social welfare

1

2
bq21 + (a� bq1)q1 � S � e�q1

which is q�1 =
a�e�
b . Equalizing q�1 to the monopoly output function of a green incumbent, q

m;G
1 =

a���
2b , and solving for � , we obtain the optimal emission fee �

m;G = 2e��a
� , which is negative since

a > e by de�nition, leading the regulator to set a zero emission fee, �m;G = 0.

Dirty Duopoly : The incumbent and the entrant choose a dirty technology. The regulator

identi�es the optimal output level that maximizes

1

2
bQ2 + (a� bQ)Q� eQ

where Q = q1 + q2, and it is solved at Q� = a�e
b . Equalizing Q

� to the aggregate duopoly output

of two dirty �rms, 2qd;DDi (see table 1), we obtain the optimal emission fee �d;DD = 3e�a
2 , which

yields a social welfare

W d;DD =
a2 � e (3a� 2e)

b
� F

Green Duopoly : The incumbent and the entrant choose a green technology. The regulator

identi�es the optimal output level that maximizes

1

2
bQ2 + (a� bQ)Q� eQ

where Q = q1 + q2, and it is solved at Q� = a�e�
b . Equalizing Q� to the aggregate duopoly output

of two green �rms, 2qd;GGi (see table 1), we obtain the optimal emission fee �d;GG = 3e��a
2� , which

yields a social welfare

W d;GG =
(a� 2e�) (a� e�)

b
� (F + 2S)

(D,G)-Duopoly : In this case the incumbent keeps its dirty technology and the entrant acquires

a green technology. The regulator identi�es the optimal output level that maximizes

1

2
bQ2 + (a� bQ)Q� F � S � e(q1 + �q2)

In this case the regulator induces a corner solution where only green output is produced at q2 = a�e�
b .

Equalizing q2 to the aggregate duopoly output (D,G), q
d;DG
1 + qd;DG2 (see table 1), we obtain the

optimal emission fee �d;DG = 3e��a
1+� .

(G,D)-Duopoly : in this case the incumbent chooses green technology and the entrant chooses

dirty technology. The regulator identi�es the optimal output level that maximizes

1

2
bQ2 + (a� bQ)Q� S � F � e(�q1 + q2)
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In this case the regulator induces a corner solution where only green output is produced at q1 = a�e�
b

and equalizing it to the aggregate duopoly output (G,D), qd;GD1 + qd;GD2 , we obtain the optimal

emission fee �d;GD = 3e��a
1+� . �

7.7 Proof of Lemma 5

In the second stage of the game, we separately analyze the response of the entrant to a dirty

incumbent, and to a green incumbent, and subsequently combine our results.

Lemma A1 (Dirty incumbent). When �rm 1 is dirty, (1) �rm 2 enters and adopts green

technology if entry costs satisfy F � FA and S � SA; (2) enters and keeps its dirty technology if
F � FB and S > SA; and (3) does not enter otherwise, where

FA � [a� e(2� � 1)]e�2

b(1 + �)
� S, FB � (a� e) e

2b
and SA �

e(1� �)[e� (1 + 2�)(a� 2e�)]
2b(1 + �)

Proof. Firm 2�s pro�ts when choosing green technology are positive if

�d;DG2 =
[a� e(2� � 1)]e�2

b(1 + �)
� (F + S) � 0

which entails

F � [a� e(2� � 1)]e�2

b(1 + �)
� S � FA

In addition, �rm 2 pro�ts when choosing a dirty technology are positive if

�d;DD2 =
(a� e)e
2b

� F � 0

which implies

F � (a� e)e
2b

� FB

Furthermore, the vertical intercept of cuto¤ FA originates above FB since � < 1
2 . In addition,

cuto¤ FA crosses FB at [a�e(2��1)]e�
2

b(1+�) �S = (a�e)e
2b , or solving for S, at S = e(1��)[2�(1+2�)(a�2e�)]

2b(1+�) �
SA. Hence, cuto¤ FA satis�es FA � FB for all S � SA, but FA < FB otherwise. Graphically,

the (F; S)�quadrant is then divided into four areas: (1) if F � minfFA; FBg, the pro�ts from
responding with a dirty and a green technology are positive; (2) if FB � F > FA the pro�ts

from the green technology are negative while those of the dirty technology are positive; (3) if

FA � F > FB, only pro�ts from the green technology are positive; and (4) if F > maxfFA; FBg
both pro�ts are negative. We next analyze each case separately. Figure A1 depicts the above
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cuto¤s, providing a similar representation as in Figure 1 of the main text.

Fig. A1. Response to a dirty incumbent.

Case 1. When both pro�ts are positive, i.e., F � minfFA; FBg, �rm 2 has incentives to adopt

a green technology if �d;DG2 � �d;DD2 , or

[a� e(2� � 1)]e�2

b(1 + �)
� (F + S) � (a� e)e

2b
� F () S � SA

Therefore, �rm 2 enters with a green technology if S � SA and F � minfFA; FBg. In addition,
cuto¤ SA coincides with the crossing point between cuto¤s FA and FB.

Case 2. When FB � F > FA the pro�ts from the green technology are negative while those of

the dirty technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and keep its dirty technology.

Case 3. If instead FA � F > FB the pro�ts from the dirty technology are negative while those

of the green technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and invest in the green

technology.

Case 4. Finally, if F > maxfFA; FBg �rm 2 does not enter as its pro�ts from both the green

and dirty technology are negative. �

Lemma A2 (Green incumbent). When �rm 1 is green, (1) �rm 2 enters and adopts a

green technology if F � FC and S � SB; (2) enters and keeps its dirty technology if F � FD and
S > SB; (3) and does not enter otherwise, where

FC � (a� e�)e�
2b

� S, FD � [a� e� (2� �)] e�
b(1 + �)

and SB �
e�(1� �)(3e� � a)

2b(1 + �)
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Proof. Firm 2�s pro�ts when choosing a green technology are positive if

�d;GG2 =
(a� e�)e�

2b
� (F + S) � 0

which entails

F � (a� e�)e�
2b

� S � FC

In addition, �rm 2 pro�ts when choosing a dirty technology are positive if

�d;GD2 =
[a� e�(2� �)]e�

b(1 + �)
� F � 0

which implies

F � [a� e�(2� �)]e�
b(1 + �)

� FD

Furthermore, the vertical intercept of cuto¤FC originates above FD since a < 3e�. In addition,

cuto¤ FC crosses FD at (a�e�)e�2b � S = [a�e�(2��)]e�
b(1+�) , or solving for S, at S = e�(1��)(3e��a)

2b(1+�) � SB.
Hence, cuto¤ FC satis�es FC � FD for all S � SB, but FC < FD otherwise. Graphically,

the (F; S)�quadrant is then divided into four areas: (1) if F � minfFC ; FDg, the pro�ts from
responding with a dirty and a green technology are positive; (2) if FD � F > FC the pro�ts

from the green technology are negative while those of the dirty technology are positive; (3) if

FC � F > FD, only pro�ts from the green technology are positive; and (4) if F > maxfFC ; FDg
both pro�ts are negative. We next analyze each case separately. Figure A2 depicts the above

cuto¤s, providing a similar representation as in Figure 1 of the main text.

Fig. A1. Response to a green incumbent.

Case 1. When both pro�ts are positive, i.e., F � minfFC ; FDg, �rm 2 has incentives to adopt
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a green technology if �d;GG2 � �d;GD2 , or

(a� e�)e�
2b

� (F + S) � [a� e�(2� �)]e�
b(1 + �)

� F () S � SB

Therefore, �rm 2 enters with green technology if S � SB and F � minfFC ; FDg. In addition,
cuto¤ SB coincides with the crossing point between cuto¤s FC and FD.

Case 2. When FD � F > FC the pro�ts from the green technology are negative while those of

the dirty technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and keep its dirty technology.

Case 3. If instead FC � F > FD the pro�ts from the dirty technology are negative while those

of the green technology are positive, implying that �rm 2 chooses to enter and invest in the green

technology.

Case 4. Finally, if F > maxfFC ; FDg �rm 2 does not enter as its pro�ts from the green and

dirty technologies are negative.

In addition, comparing the cuto¤s identi�ed in Lemma A2 with those of Lemma A1, we �nd

that the vertical cuto¤ SA lies to the right hand side of SB since a < e(1 + �) holds given that

a < 3e�. Furthermore, cuto¤ FA originates above FC since their di¤erence is

FA � FC =

�
[a� e(2� � 1)]e�2

b(1 + �)
� S

�
�
�
(a� e�)e�

2b
� S

�
=

e(1� �)�(3e� � a)
2b(1 + �)

which is positive since a < 3e�. Cuto¤ FD lies above FB if their di¤erence is positive, that is,

FD � FB =
[a� e�(2� �)]e�

b(1 + �)
� (a� e)e

2b

=
e(1� �)[a+ e(1� 2�(1� �))]

2b(1� �)

which is positive if and only if e satis�es a > e+ 2e�(1� �) � a. Otherwise, FD < FB. �

7.8 Proof of Proposition 2

Let us separately analyze the incumbent�s technology choice for each of the entrant�s responses

identi�ed in Regions I-V. For presentation purposes, we �rst examine the case in which environ-

mental damage e satis�es e � e (as reported in Lemma 5), and then analyze the case in which

e > e (as reported in Corollary 2).

Low environmental damage e � e. Region I. In this region the entrant stays out of the in-
dustry regardless of the incumbent�s technology, implying that the latter adopts a green technology

if and only if
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�m;G1 � �m;D1 ; or
a2

4b
� S � (a� e)2

b

S � (a� 2e)(2e� 3a)
4b

� SI

which is positive since a < 3e� implies that a < 2e, and e < a implies that 2e < 3a. Therefore,

cuto¤ SI divides Region I into two areas: (i) one where S � SI , and a green monopoly emerges;

and (ii) one where S > SI where a dirty monopoly arises.

Region IIa. In this region, the entrant stays out if the incumbent is green but enters with a

green technology otherwise. The incumbent, hence, adopts a green technology if and only if

�m;G1 � �d;DG1 ; or
a2

4b
� S � e� [a� e� (2� �)]

b (1 + �)

S � a2(1 + �) + 4e� [e�(2� �)� a]
4b (1 + �)

� SIIa

In addition, cuto¤ SIIa can lie to the right-hand side of the crossing point between FA and FB,

denoted by SA, depending on the value of parameters a, e, and �. Therefore, Region IIa can be

divided into two areas: (i) one where S � SIIa, and a green monopoly emerges; and (ii) one where
S > SIIa where a (D,G)-duopoly arises.

Region IIb. In this region, the entrant stays out if the incumbent is green but enters with dirty

technology otherwise. The incumbent, thus, adopts a green technology if and only if

�m;G1 � �d;DD1 ; or
a2

4b
� S � e(a� e)

2b

S � a2 � 2e(a� e)
4b

� SIIb

Let us now compare cuto¤ SIIb with the crossing point between FA and FB, denoted as SA.

In particular, SIIb > SA if a > e [1 + 2�(1 + �)]. If this condition on parameter a holds, SIIb > SA,

and all (F; S)-pairs of Region IIb lie to the right-hand side of cuto¤ SIIb, which implies that the

incumbent chooses a green technology under all parameter values which deters entry. If instead,

a � e [1 + 2�(1 + �)] cuto¤SIIb divides Region IIb into two areas: (i) one in which a green monopoly
arises if S � SIIb; and (ii) one in which a (D,D)-duopoly emerges if S > SIIb.

Region III. In this region, the entrant enters with a dirty technology regardless of the incumbent�s

choice. The incumbent, thus, adopts a green technology if and only if

�d;GD1 � �d;DD1 ; or
e�2 [a+ e (1� 2�)]

b (1 + �)
� S � e(a� e)

2b

S � e(1� �)[e� (1 + 2�)(a� 2e�)]
2b(1 + �)

� SIII .

In addition, cuto¤ SIII can lie to the right-hand side of the crossing point between FA and FB,
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denoted by SA, depending on the value of parameters a, e, and �. Therefore, Region III can be

divided into two areas: (i) one where S � SIII , and a (G,D)-duopoly emerges; and (ii) one where
S > SIII and a (D,D)-duopoly arises.

Region IV. In this region, the entrant enters and adopts the opposite technology of the incum-

bent. The incumbent, hence, adopts a green technology if and only if

�d;GD1 � �d;DG1 ; or
e�2 [a+ e (1� 2�)]

b (1 + �)
� S � e� [a� e� (2� �)]

b (1 + �)

S � 2SB � SIV

Cuto¤ 2SB lies to the right-hand side of cuto¤ SB since 2SB > SB, and lies to the left-hand

side of SA if a < e + 2e�(1 � �), which holds given that a < 3e� and a > e by de�nition. Then,

region IV is divided into two subareas: (i) one in which S � SIV and the incumbent chooses a

green technology and a (G,D) duopoly arises; and (ii) other where S > SIV and the incumbent

keeps its dirty technology and a (D,G)-duopoly emerges.

Region V. In this region, the entrant enters with a green technology regardless of the incumbent�s

choice. The incumbent, thus, adopts a green technology if and only if

�d;GG1 � �d;DG1 ; or
e�(a� e�)

2b
� S � e� [a� e� (2� �)]

b (1 + �)

S � SB.

In addition, since Region V can only be sustained if S � SB, we can then conclude that in all

(F; S)�pairs where Region V can be supported, the incumbent invests in green technology, yielding
a (G,G)-duopoly.

High environmental damage e > e. The analysis of Region I, IIa, III, IV, and V, are

analogous; but that of Region IIb di¤ers. In this region, the entrant stays out if the incumbent is

dirty, but enters with dirty technology when the incumbent is green. The incumbent, thus, adopts

a green technology if and only if

�d;GD1 � �m;D1 ; or
e�2 [a+ e (1� 2�)]

b (1 + �)
� S � (a� e)2

b

S � e�2 [a+ e (1� 2�)]� (a� e)2 (1 + �)
b (1 + �)

� S0IIb

Let us compare cuto¤ S0IIb with the left-hand boundary of Region IIb, i.e., the crossing point

between FA and FD, denoted as SG. This comparison is ambiguous, and depends on the value

of parameters a, e, and �. Therefore, Region IIb can be divided into two areas: (i) one where

S � S0IIb, and a (G,D)-duopoly emerges; and (ii) one where S > S0IIb and a dirty monopoly arises.
�
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